
Alex Ross Engineering ltd industrial lift manufacturer

GEN X
Future-proofing is the process of 
anticipating the future and developing 
methods of minimizing the effects of 
shocks and stresses of future 
events. Future-proofing is used in 
industries such as electronics, medical 
industry, industrial design and more 
recently, in design for climate change.

Gen X
Part of the solution

Goods Lift



Goods Lift
Our new generation of industrial lift.

Free standing steel enclosure designed and manufactured in the UK, 
with design flexibility to accommodate any shape or size.

Housed in side the enclosure is our state of the art goods lift, full 
height enclosed lift car finished in steel and aluminium.
The car is equipped with a sliding shutter door to fully enclose the load 
space.
Load information display.  The car is fitted with a 4.5 full colour display
that shows the operator how much load is in the lift at any time.

Lighting in the car is controlled automatically and is only in use when 
the doors are open to provide illumination level of approx. 500lux.

Surface finish is standard aluminium checker plate, but if a alterative finished 
Is required any finish can be chosen as an option.

Colours are finished in any standard RAL paint code.



The enclosure is manufactured from steel and is free 
Standing, designed to fit and compliment into any environment.
Shutter doors allow for a large entrance into the lift car and afford 
a high safety factor for all operators working near the lift.

Each landing is fitted with a certified lock and landing controls.
The locks used conform to the latest lift standard BSEN 81- and
all landing stations have call and send to any floor complete with lift 
here Indicators, showing that the lift is at the landing and ready to be 
used.

The enclosure is available in different finishes and styles.
Finger mesh, flat sheet with holes, flat sheet only, plater board and 
fire board can all be attached to the outside. We also offer a full glass 
clad version.



Enclosures are manufactured to exacting requirements, from small two stops
to large 12 stops.
Sizes range from 1500mm in length and 1900mm wide, heights up to 30 meters 
in standard form. To 7000mm in length to 5000mm wide.   
Entrances are available on both sides on every landing, providing through car 
access if required.  Sizes are all designed to be in mm to provide very accurate 
floor levels.
Integrated in to the top of the enclosure is our very own lift machine, mounted 
on a structural bed and takes up only 400mm of head room. 

No extra space is required for a controller, which is fully integrated into one of 
the landing door panels. This gives access for maintenance and support with out 
the need for accessing the shaft, keeping maintenance engineers safe.
The enclosure 
Load capacity ranges from 500 kg - 2000 kg from the standard range and 2000 kg 
- 5000 kg for heavy duty.
Load weighting is fitted as standard and comes complete with in car display, this 
helps the operator see the exact load being moved.



Three power options are available.
First supplied as standard is our low power motor and gearbox.
Next you can add our DC to Dc convertor and finally solar panels.  
All fully upgradeable one after another.
The motor is an aluminium high torque IE3 efficiency and meets 
the European and UK Standard (BS EN 60034-30:2009) result in 
significant energy savings in addition to improved process control, 
reduced maintenance, longer system life, very soft start and 
improved flexibility of the lift system.

The second addition to the system is a 400v to 48v DC to Dc 
convertor this reduces the electrical input power to 500 watts 
which equates to very low running costs.

The third addition is a set of 72 cell solar panels, these provide 
power for the convertor, this option then reduce the electrical 
input power to zero. The controller will still be connected to 
mains power but only for back up requirements.  



AGOL (Accessible goods only lifts)

Gen X – solar goods lifts are fitted as standard with the latest 
duel safety brakes mounted on the main sheave and used as 
the main break, a secondary break  is used to guard against 
uncontrolled movement.  
Both break systems are monitored by the controller and have 
being designed to provide maximum safety for users of the lift.
Overspeed protection in both directions  works in conjunction 
with the second break system and provides UCM protection
Compliant with BS EN 81-31:2010. 



Made in the UK

+44 (0)151 200 3689
+44 (0) 774 200 1112
Alexrossengineering.co.uk
ARE@alexrossengineering.co.uk
Twitter @alexrosseng
LinkedIn alex-ross-eng
Instagram alexrosseng
Facebook alexrosseng

Unit 31 pioneer business park
Ellesmere Port
Cheshire
CH65 1AE

All fig as quoted as solar power is not consistent, and no guarantees are given.
* Based on 500kg capacity
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